
A DISCUSSION ON DIFFICULTY AND ERROR IN DOWSING

n n important topic in dowsing instruction which is

Z-\ barely touched on in courses available today, so

I Lfar as I am aware, is the little matter of being

absolutely right every time. I am at least as guilty as any

dowsing tutor in saying grandly to beginner classes, "Don't

worry about getting wrong results to start with. Just keep

practising and the lines will clear by themselves." This is

only partially the case. Happily most beginners are good

enough to find their own safe dowsing areas where they will
be able to become minor masters within a lew months, but

sometimes their dead areas are just where they would
prefer to become experts. Having by chance swum into the

Bruce MaclVlanaway net I could not escape getting involved

in health dowsing, and that has mostly gone very well. What

I had wanted dowsing for in the first place, however, was to
be able to find telecoms equipment and cable faults, and

while I was secure in doing fault location inside any building
I was in, the faculty fell apart if I tried searching anywhere

else. Distant location only works for me if I think about

circumstance rather than place.

A fairly thick and boring book could be written on the

sublect of failure in dowsing, but having started and failed

to finish several articles on the subject over the years I am

beginning to suspect that discussing the technicalities of

dowsing "blockage" actually gets in the way of a solution
we can all benefit Irom. I am a hypersceptical philosopher

who feels we do not, at the end of the day, know much more

about reality than dogs; and they are seemingly very happy

not knowing anything important at all in our terms, so why

shouldn't we be? Maybe getting too involved with supposed

mechanisms of failure would prevent us grasping success.

(This speculation, by the way, is typical of what marks

hyperscepticism out from scientism: most scientists
suppose, quite irrationally, that it must be possible to
categorise the elements ol an unknown psychological

minefield like dowsing; and hyperscepticism doubts you

can ever know you have it right. Doubt on this scale upsets

dowsers as much as scientists so I shall now desist.)

When lfirst joined the BSD in the 1970s, there was a
class of apple-cheeked little old ladies who tended to
observe rather severely that dowsing never failed them, and

for over twenty years I have been too nervous to look into

the matter. Were they deceiving themselves, had they

carefully restricted themselves to dowsing areas they were

good in, or did they really have a philosopher's stone for
dowsing without realising it?

GRASPING THE NETTLE

This topic surfaces from time to time on the mostly
American email discussions about dowsing (there are six -
I can be contacted lor details), and last year one of the

Americans said, oh yes, she knew an apple-cheeked little
old lady of this description also, and she said you just had

t0 "go t0 the pure source". Nobody had the first idea what

this meant, or how you did it, so I thought I would grasp the

nettle and try and lind out.

Once the mind of an apple-cheeked little old lady is

spread out on the bench (more accurately, the minds of all

of them, but I don't wish to complicate this account

unnecessarily) you begin to get some encouragingly clear

answers. None of them have achieved their happy condition
by conscious intention or effort. They all came to dowsing

through special adventitious channels that ensured that as

beginners they would not be contaminated by talk, let alone

expectation, of dowsing failure.

Their introduction was always conducted by other

apple-cheeked little old ladies (l speak figuratively, of

course; perhaps I could use an acronym, ACLOL) who

naturally ensured this without trying. The most important

feature of this avenue of approach was that if it had not

been available, they would never have taken an interest in

dowsing in the first place since a flawed system would have

undermined their confidence too much. This contrasts
vividly with the quite opposite attraction of faulty dowsing
to grizzled engineers like myself who never expect anything

to work first time and would run a mile from anything

represented as perfect, whether in makers'wrappings or
not. There are no men, so lar as I know, in the ACLOL camp;

dogmatic male dowsers who assure us they are always

right are operating a different system - usually one where

they have carefully walled off their faulty areas and restrict
questions to terms, which avoid them, rather like me with

distant location.

Thus "the pure source" is a cast of mind, to which

evefihing else is subordinated. lf you take a ACL0L apart

with tweezers and demand to see what mechanisms are in
play (and I am sufficient of an existential sceptic to doubt
that mind mechanisms whether dowsed 0r not are really the

answer to anything), you will discover that in order to

achieve a "pure source" state, any dowsing blockages

obtaining within the ACLOL which might impede her next

enquiry are automatically and unconsciously processed

out, just in neat time for her to launch her seemingly

infallible quest. ACLOLS do differ amongst themselves a bit
here, because they don't all have quite the same software

and may staft their correction procedure anywhere between

a month and five minutes beforehand, but that's the general

picture.

lncredible! And so easy! But only for ACLOLS who have

come into dowsing through their own little tunnel. How can

the rest of us crowd in on their show without spoiling it?

ACCESSING THE SECRET

As you might guess, dowsing an answer to this is not

going t0 be secure unless you both already know the

answer and have instituted it in yourself, at least for this one

question. So for what it is worth, here is my answer.

Those of us who are not ACL0LS will not be able to
handle a perfect procedure at lirst bite. What we have to do

is to start off by permitting ourselves to be fallible, but in
ways, which will not affect the accuracy of the dowsing
response to our very next question.

This can be done by imagining that the ACL0L psyche

has an office hanging in the sky. lf we wish ACL0LS well for
handing us this opportunity - give them a little tiny prayer

for their continued good health and fortune and, indeed,

tolerance of jokey articles like this one - the otfice will issue

us with a ticket of permission to use the ACLOL power for
X number of questions, or for a certain time period. You

must dowse to find out which, and for how long.

After some false starts (l was only given a week at a
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The Pure Source
time to begin with), you should find the tickets working.

After that you will become on much chummier and more

relaxed terms with the office and, at some stage which I

would not care to predict, will be told you no longer need

tickets and will have passed out as a permanent ACL0L

graduate yourself.

Personally, as a matter of taste, once you are there I

would not bandy terms like "pure source" about too freely,

but that is your affair. But stay respectful of little old ladies.

They probably have other surprises up their sleeves.

I

f use dowsing in many ways, t0 read the body's energy

I both spiritually and physically, to send distant healing,

Ito understand earth and cosmic energies and their
applications, to get in touch with my Higher Self, and to

c0ntact spirit guides both to ask for their guidance and to
use this as a method oI getting to know myself and my

capabilities at a deeper level. I have come to the realisation

that thought is evefihing and can do anything.

I do so much dowsing that I make myself feel dizzy

sometimes and have to remember to go out for a breath of

fresh air from time to time to reconnect physically with

Earth energies! I should add at this point that an earth

connection is important for successful consistent dowsing.

I have noticed that people who find it quite easy to get a yes

response from the pendulum but not a no do not have a

good earth connection from their root chakra. As an

experiment I have suggested to several friends who wanted

to learn to dowse to breathe not only into their chakras to
clear the channel but to visualise their cosmic and earth

connections. I suggest for the cosmic connection breathing

from the crown up to a visualisation of sun and moon and

to really feel their energies filling us up. For the earth

connection I picture the legs and feet becoming tree roots

sinking into the earth with rivers running by. The effect has

been almost magical. With these visualisations, the
pendulum immediately responds. This is the 'proof' people

need to begin to understand the power of thought.

USING PENDUTUMS TO COMMUNICATE

At the moment I use three pendulums, with another in

the planning stage. I use my blue aventurine crystal
pendulum to talk to the guides, I use my heavy metal

pendulum to dowse body energy, to tune out and tune in
vibrations and send distant healing, and I use my amethyst
crystal pendulum to read the colours in the astral and

spiritual bodies which I see with my third eye.

Concerning my work with the spirit guides some of

them were my relatives and some not. They all have a

different way of expressing themselves to me, moving the
pendulum differently so I know who it is. For those of you

who are not familiar with spirit guides I will explain. They

are not at all scary for one thing. At first I had no other

experience of them other than through the pendulum and

the pendulum always lust gave me a basic yes and no with

no variation. I was not even sure if I was talking to my
'higher self' or to a guide. Now I know the difference

between them and when they are around. I hear a slight
buzing in my ear, sense their presence, and I can see a

slight hazy energy effect. I pick up the pendulum and ask if

someone is there. When I get a yes I ask for their sign also

for no. lt was intriguing and delightful to find that they were

all different. ln this way I started to feel their personalities.

I have entitled this article 'experiments with dowsing',

because this is what I do for most of the time when not

seeing clients. These experiments take the form of being

given a lead into something by the guides. They tend to give

me the outcome Iirst, then the middle of the experiment,

then the beginning and finally the title of what we were

doing in the first place. lt is like following clues in an Agatha

Christie mystery, which I love. Dowsing has brought me

more joy than I could ever express in print and I

recommend that everyone try it. To reiterate an afticle in the

March issue, everyone should dowse and do it in public, do

not be embarrassed.

N9WS in Srigf Dowsing for Beginners
The Dowsing For Beginners

Course 31 March to 2 April.
Twenty-nine people attended

the first of the Society's two
courses for beginners that was

held at Hawkwood College in

Stroud, Gloucestershire.

From the wide variety in

interest of participants it was

obvious that they all gained a great deal from the

course. The course tutors delivered an interesting and

well-balanced course giving glimpses into some known

and also unusual realms of the art. The very practical

aspects of the course show how dowsing can be applied
to s0 many aspects of every day life. Although the
ground was rather wet, everyone was keen t0 dowse in

the grounds of Hawkwood for the abundant

underground facilities.

Participants on the Beginners Course
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